Political Cartoon
Create one political cartoon including 3 of the following issues below in Jackson’s presidency:

- Election of 1824
- Election of 1828
- Kitchen Cabinet
- Bank War
- Nullification Crisis
- Worcester v. Georgia
- Spoils System
- Indian Removal Act
- Era of Common Man
- Jackson’s Presidential Style

- Use **symbols**, **personification**, and **words** to make your point.
- The cartoons can be one, two, or three frames.
- The cartoon must be **colored** and **neat**.
- Cartoons must have a **short written explanation** on the back or bottom. **Discuss the issue the cartoon depicts, your opinion on the issue, the point you are trying to make, and any symbols used.**
- This activity can be done in partners
Timetoast Digital Timeline
1. Create a digital timeline of Andrew Jackson using the website timetoast.com
2. Register for the website using your school email address
3. Go to create a new timeline
4. Give your timeline the title **Andrew Jackson/Your Name**
5. Set your category as History
6. Research and incorporate the following ten items on the timeline:
   a) Battle of New Orleans
   b) Election of 1824
   c) Election of 1828
   d) Jackson’s Birth
   e) Nullification Crisis
   f) Worcester v. Georgia
   g) Indian Removal Act
   h) Bank War
   i) Battle of Horseshoe Bend
   j) Jackson enlists in Revolutionary Army
7. Each item must have a **picture** and **2-3 sentence** description to go with it.
8. Make sure you **publish** your timeline when you are finished and **save often**.
9. This activity can be done in partners.